Presenilin-dependent gamma-secretase activity modulates neurite outgrowth.
Demonstration that cleavage of both APP and Notch are dependent on the product of the early onset Alzheimer's disease gene, presenilin-1 (PS1), has raised the possibility that Notch function may be altered in AD. This finding also suggests that Notch may be affected by APPgamma-secretase inhibitors under development for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease, as these target PS1. Data that address these questions have been lacking, due to inability to specifically modulate PS1 activity in a system directly relevant to the adult human brain. Using novel highly specific inhibitors of PS1/gamma-secretase, we demonstrate that modulation of PS1 activity in human CNS neurons not only affects Abeta generation, but also has unanticipated effects on Notch and its activity. We demonstrate that intracellular trafficking of Notch in human CNS neurons is altered by inhibition of PS1 and is accompanied by dramatic changes in neurite morphology, consistent with inhibition of Notch activity. These data, together with immunohistochemical evidence of elevation of Notch pathway expression in AD brain, suggest that Notch dysregulation may contribute to the neuritic dystrophy characteristically seen in Alzheimer's disease brain. In addition, they raise the possibility that inhibition of gamma-secretase/PS1 may have clinically beneficial effects on the neuritic pathology of AD, in addition to its expected effect to reduce amyloid burden.